We launch award-winning web and mobile apps!
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Why JetRockets?
Why JetRockets?

We launch award-winning web and mobile applications.

JetRockets develops bespoke solutions for your ideas by using reliable technology tools and efficient approaches.

Our team is equipped to handle every step of the development process, from brainstorming and designing the perfect look and feel, to making sure everything runs smoothly through testing and integration. Even after your app is up and running, we’re here to provide ongoing support and keep things up-to-date as needed.

We care about your product success. Partnering with us, you not only hire a team of developers, you hire the whole company of 80+ professionals. Dedicated project managers will lead you to the undeniable success.
Our Core Values

Our values describe how we work, what we represent, and what guides us to be the kind of company and team people want to partner with.
We work in your timezone

HQ
New York, USA

SATELLITE OFFICE
Batumi, Georgia

Remote teams in Ukraine, Turkey, Armenia, India, Kazakhstan, Serbia, Portugal, Poland, Canada and more!
Leaders that inspire!

Natalie Kaminski  
CEO & Co-Founder

Igor Alexandrov  
CTO & Co-Founder

Alexey Solilin  
Head of Front End Dev & Co-Founder
02 Services
Web & Software Development
MVP Builder
Mobile App Development
Tech Audit & Project Rescue
Fractional CTO
Product Design
Say hello to a brighter future for your project! With our comprehensive approach, we'll ignite your project's success. Our experts will delve into your business needs, perform thorough gap analysis and code reviews, and craft the perfect plan to propel your project towards completion.

Unleash the power of design and take your product to the next level! With our expertise, we'll craft an experience that's not only attractive and functional but also incredibly user-friendly. Get ready to captivate your audience and dominate your market with a product that truly shines.
We offer end-to-end custom web solutions that deliver convenient and user-friendly platforms without the hassle of setting up an in-house IT department. Say goodbye to the time-consuming and costly process of recruiting, expanding your office, and purchasing additional equipment. With JetRockets, you'll get everything you need to take your software to the next level, without any administrative headaches. Our flexible engagement models are designed to fit any business.
Transform your mobile presence with the power of expert engineering! Whether you're starting from scratch or revamping your current app, we've got you covered. Our team will craft a customized solution with all the features, integrations, and modifications you need to take your mobile experience to the next level. Get ready to unleash a truly impressive mobile app that sets you apart from the competition.
Launch your MVP with confidence and success! As a leading provider of reliable MVP Development Services, we bring together the right mix of product strategy, development, testing, release, and continuous maintenance and support. Optimize your path to market with our expertise, knowledge, and skills. From day one, we'll be there to support you every step of the way, ensuring your MVP stands out and exceeds expectations.
Fractional Chief Technology Officer (CTO) is a part-time or contract-based CTO who provides an organization with technology leadership and strategic guidance. Fractional CTOs participate in high-level decision-making and act as a liaison between the technology teams and upper management, overseeing a wide range of areas such as IT security, technology contracts, scalability, maintenance, and daily operations. Companies usually engage with Fractional CTOs through contractual or temporary arrangements.
Our Primary Technology Stack

- React
- React Native
- Ruby
- HOTWIRE
- TURBO
- Flutter
- node
- CRYSTAL
- GO
- SVELTE
- PostgreSQL
- docker
- kubernetes
- ANSIBLE
- CI/CD
- elasticsearch
- aws
- Azure
- DigitalOcean
- Google Cloud
- Google Big Query
- Cloud Firestore
We are experts in:

- FinTech
- Real Estate
- Legal
- Travel & Hospitality
- HealthTech
- Marketplaces & eCommerce

We expand our expertise with each new project!
Agile methodology

There is only one way to build successful project and stay ahead of the competition:

**Build. Test. Iterate. REPEAT.**

Agile culture helps us to handle uncertainty more efficiently and makes our team more Adaptive, Flexible, and Innovative. We specialize in developing full-stack, hybrid, and native applications. If your existing business should be digitally transformed by integrating with legacy systems or robust environments are to be built from scratch, we approach complex challenges with prime focus on delivering user-friendly digital solutions.
At JetRockets, we believe that client engagement and full transparency are key to the project success. Below are some of the techniques we use to keep our clients engaged:

- A dedicated project team that includes a **Project Manager**, **Engineers** and **QA Testers** are assigned to the project on a **full-time basis**.
- Project Scope and development tasks are managed via **Asana** with your full access.
- **Daily team meetings** are held to discuss progress, issues, solutions and next steps.
- **Regular** status updates are delivered to the client.
- A **weekly** status update meeting is held between the **team** and the **client**.
- A staging environment is **maintained** and **access** is provided to you on an ongoing basis so that you can monitor the progress and provide **timely** feedback.
- Project Manager is available via **Phone/Email/Zoom/Slack** during normal business hours.
Our Development Process

**Discovery, Planning, Strategy**  
In the first step of our journey into the customer’s project, we focus on the vision. This is where we get to know the idea head-to-toe and create a comprehensive brief for the project. It allows us to gather all the research needed, from numbers on the market to competitor benchmarks or any other information necessary.

**Design Brief**  
The design brief starts with a product scope – created by us or provided by customers – with all the user stories, UX personas, or a list of features and stakeholder analysis. We start by creating the most important screens for the product. This lets customers see exactly how the product will look and approve the design.

**Development**  
After the app is fully designed and approved, we start the implementation phase. During this phase, we progressively deliver the app’s modules so that customers can test them during the process.

**Testing, Review, Launch**  
When the app is fully developed, we enter a testing phase during which we’re in constant contact to fix major bugs and ensure the customer’s product is ready for the market. Once we’ve completed our internal quality assurance process, we will hand the application over to you. Your first task is to conduct a thorough review of the tool and identify any areas that deviate from the agreed-upon scope.

**Maintenance & Support**  
The desire to evolve, learn from the experience of others, and use modern tools allow us to develop software effectively and achieve better results. Typically, the launch of your app is only the beginning since feedback from users often requires continuous improvement. We provide two types of support after launch: (1) a one-time ability to create specific features, and (2) ongoing monthly support to maintain and enhance features on your roadmap.
Average Project Budgets

Hourly Rate
Per Developer

MVP
3 Months

Average
Annual Project Budget

$80

$76.8k

$239k

*PM and QA services are included at no additional charge.

*Average price based on our experience and depends on the scope of work.

*This an average figure and should not be considered as a final cost.
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What have we developed?
We build projects that deliver results. Period.

- *ebaymag*
  Platform for business listings

- *Safari Portal*
  Travel management platform

- *IDG - Neon*
  User behavior data platform

- *Orbit.love*
  Tech community growth platform

- *Bastion*
  Fund Accounting Platform

- *LendingOne.com*
  Custom CRM, Loan Origination System
ebaymag is an efficient tool to help online sellers increase sales on eBay, manage stock, and optimize shipping. The application makes it easy for users to list items and manage sales across international eBay sites and enables order management and logistics optimization.

We continue to collaborate and further evolve the ebaymag platform. As the e-commerce landscape continues to evolve, we assist eBay in maintaining the efficiency of the ebaymag tool and update its correlating technology as necessary. Through our continued collaboration with eBay, we are able to offer online sellers a platform that satisfies all of their business and personal listings alike.

Learn more about ebaymag
Safari Portal is an easy-to-use itinerary builder software that allows travel agents and tour operators to create stunning interactive digital itineraries and print-friendly PDF proposals in minutes. The company was created by a team of travel professionals looking for a smart and unique solution to their own problems.

Today, Safari Portal and JetRockets continue to expand the existing platform with new and exciting features on an ongoing basis. We are currently designing the architecture for a new itinerary layout. Stay tuned!

Learn more about Safari Portal
We turn ideas into reality

The Gut Stuff
Gut Health Tracking App

Zumi
Fintech Mobile App

AskJack, TaskJack, JackPro
Marketplace

Leaderboard Golf
Social platform for golf

Pano Med
Telehealth, App for medical professions and patients

LuxLock.com
Luxury retail experience platform
Zumi is a consumer app that augments the in-store experience for consumers and allows small businesses across verticals to improve relationships with their customers. The initial Alpha product focuses on relevant rewards at all your favorite merchants that are automatically redeemed.

The intuitive design makes it easy for users to navigate through the process, and industry-standard security measures ensure that users can trust the app with their financial information.

Learn more about Zumi app
Released in January 2023, the Gut Stuff is an easy-to-use application that assists users in understanding their gut health, seeking advice, and forming healthy habits through gut lessons, gut goals, gut cooking methods, and much more.

Today the Gut Stuff team is on a mission to help empower anyone to change their gut health based on their unique needs and lifestyle. As part of this, the team wanted to create an application that educated users on their gut health, while also acting as a service to those seeking advice, personal health tips, and more.

Learn more about the GutStuff
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What do customers say?

“JetRockets is so much more than a dev team - they are a core part of Safari Portal and of our family!”

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ — Rachel West, Founder & CEO, Safari Portal

“JetRockets were amazing in listening to our vision and helping us create our MVP in a very quick amount of time.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ — Alana and Lisa Macfarlane, Founders, the Gut Stuff

“Their team delivers on time and is very communicative. They’ve taken ownership of the project when necessary; they are very responsible.”

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ — Nir Badichi, Product Manager, eBay
Thank you😊

Launch your product with us!

hello@jetrockets.com

JetRockets.com